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Lilac syrup
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1l of lilac flowers
1 Lemon
1l tap water
1l sugar (any)
(scale up as necessary, maybe x3)
Pull all lilac flowers from stalks.
Add flowers with lemon zest and juice to
water in a pan.
Heat to boiling then reduce to simmer for
15min.
Strain out solid and return to pan.
Add sugar and dissolve.
Allow to cool and bottle.
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When I was a child in England, my mother took me to a lot
of National Trust properties. For those who
don't know, the National Trust is a charitable
organisation in the UK which looks after the country's
historic sites and buildings. Many of the huge old manor
houses which survive in the UK are managed by the
National Trust. Great stagnant monuments to decadence,
maintained as tableaux of themselves during various
stages of their life span as a lived building, but always
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19th-century cooks and scullery maids but they are playing at life, reenacting rather
than acting; props in the house with as much agency as the empty suits of armour and
stuffed pheasants. Whilst it was always nice to look at some old furniture and wonder
around these architectural feats there was always something missing. You would
sometimes find something of it at places where there was still a working farm on the
grounds, perhaps with some section for the public to interact with the pigs or sheep or
goats. Maybe collect some eggs. Maybe watch a volunteer throwing some hay into a
feedbox. Even at places where there were large reenactment festivals, Warwick
Castle (not NT incidentally) for example, this still felt like play-acting. Not real life but
a kind of halfway house between fantasy and reality. An uncanny valley of knights on
horseback being photographed by American tourists whilst making ye olde noises. All
of these sites are about preserving an idea of what England or the UK, or a specific
county, or town or city is [was]. Forming a kind of hologram of glorious past[!] over the
ruins. Hiding the sagging damp ridden plaster. Hiding the aluminium armour. Hiding
the bricked-up chimney and the broken down wing. Hiding the horrific gambling debts
wracked up in the 20s. Hiding the unhappy marriages and abused servants. Hiding
the noise of children and the smell of coal-wood-tobacco smoke on every surface.
Hiding the giggle of maids scuttling through the back. Hiding the shouts of the game's
keeper as he calls his dog. Hiding some good and some bad but always behind an
idea of genteel civility.
To conserve a building is to actively fight against time in one of its shortest spans. To
put it into a kind of perspective in the context of the universe it would be like keeping
a mayfly on life support. They are fragile, deceptively so; made of materials which
have a life span and must be cared for with ever-decreasing levels of contact. For
some structures, this is easier and perhaps more appropriate than others. For a lived
structure like a house, it feels very strange. What is a house without life? Houses are

Lilac ice cubes

built as dwelling places. They are built to contain life in the same way a mausoleum
is built to contain death. Through the years of homo sapiens' existence on the planet,

Pick off flowers and pack in ice cube tray
with water.
Once cubes are frozen they can be
transferred to a bag altogether.
Repeat freezing and add to bag.
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homes have, by and large, been fleeting things. Always changing. Always evolving
with our needs and wants. However, they have always been social spaces. From a
borrowed cave to a longhouse shared with livestock, to castle keeps, townhouses,
country estates, shoebox apartments and animal hide tents, they are activated by the
communal aspects of human behaviours.
Putting this through the lens of Thordis Arrhenius' reading of Alois Riegl’s notions on
monument and conservation, we can start to understand all of the activities within the

house, both in its lived form and its heritage form, as
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unintentional monuments. Monuments which were
not specifically built to be monuments. Noncomemorative

structures.

Riegl

had

three

categories for monuments roughly equating to
memory-value connecting to age, historical value
and intentional commemorative value. The last
value on that list is only attributable to intentional
monuments [a bronze-horse-boy for example]
whereas historic and age values touch more on
unintentional monuments, structures which have
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have been monumentalised due to age or historical/cultural significance - K-marked

process and energy and time and the relationship between hand, machine, making

in Swedish terms. I would propose the addition of a fourth to this values list, active-

and sharing. Matilda uses the loom as a strategy for producing social space in her

value. With modern definitions and the increase in monumentalisation since the

practice. Working through residencies in Amsterdam and Kiruna she has been

destruction of European cities in the Second World War these categories start to

working on developing this to find ways of understanding space, people and

become more blurred and stack into one another in different ways.

communities through the situation of weaving as much as the finished piece. She
embraces the imperfection and possibility for change within hand weaves and the

What is still lost is the active. There is still a move towards preservation and stasis

capacity to work in a pick-up-put-down way. I remember my Nan cross sticking on the

rather than reactivation in many cases. Perhaps the inside of the building is gutted

sofa, my mum knits feverishly. These hand occupiers with purpose are a central part

and tired into a shopping centre since only the facade is of “historic significance”

of a kind of life in the home. As Matilda’s work reflects the process is work, but it is

perhaps the building is just left to stand with periodic work to maintain its basic

work on your terms, for your ends by your means. Spending time reading the weave

integrity, perhaps they become the pseudo-museum heritage sites discussed at the

of the individual pages, holding them in mind with the texts Matilda has contributed

start of this text. The other condition of the active in terms of heritage is the idea of the

to this zine and framing that up with the previous use of the screening room [as a

space as an active space being the important part, not the structure itself. This is

bedroom] build a tactile narrative of this as a social space, a heritage space and a

complex for funders in terms of there not being a material thing they can quantify

private space all at once.

necessarily but for me should be a very concrete way of defining and conserving
heritage sites. Not doing this leads to the conservation only of sites which present

Sean Roy Parker has contributed two wonderful recipes from plants available in the

biased, often imperialist/nationalist/capitalist understandings of heritage and miss

back garden at Gathenhielmska Huset along with a video revealing some of the

more ephemeral components of societal heritage. The activity is itself or should be,

processes he goes through in setting up a ferment. Food is something central to the

an unintentional monument worthy of some form of conservation. The question then

construction of social space in lived environments. The hearth is the heart of the home

becomes how?

as it were. At the same time, the idea of preservation or conservation of food seems
to have a slightly different vibe to the preservation of a site. The fermentation process

The works in this exhibition try to revivify the idea of what a heritage exhibition or

for example whilst preserving the foodstuff in an edible state actively encourages

heritage site can be. It tries to add in some of those lacks I saw in those National Trust

change. Even processes like salting or turning things into a jam, preserve, marmalade

sites. The three artists' works relate to this in slightly different ways.

or conserve, have a change of state inherent to them, often a change of flavour and
texture also. At the same time, the individual item pickled or salted or jammed remains

Mercè Torres Ràfols' series of images and objects sketch out a narrative of
understanding in what is fast becoming an active heritage environment, the fishing
communities of the Göteborg archipelago, specifically Björkö. It’s not about fishing or
fishermen so much as it is about understanding a way of life, finding ways of
communicating, sitting in kitchens preparing crab and talking about politics,

recognisably and definably that. Maintaining life in heritage sites through acts as
simple as sharing a cup of tea made from the grounds, educating staff and visitors
about the plants and possibilities there and encouraging a relaxing atmosphere where
folks can come and share in something rather than being herded around dusty rooms
or stuck in an overpriced cafe.

reminiscences or the weather. It’s about Mercè finding ways to communicate, in
developing pockets of social space and of understanding a way of life which is

Together these works, these practices more broadly, talk to the house, the idea of

changing rapidly out on the islands as they become, more and more, suburbs of the

heritage and the communities visiting in a different register. They speak to the

city. The space of the island, the villages on it and the individual dwellings are also

aspirations of Gathenhielmska Huset to be a cultural heritage site but also a living

integral to understanding the lives of those who live there, and how a person can

space. A habitat for artists. A place for young people and festivals. A place for learning

position themselves within that.

and having fun. A place for stopping and taking a breather.

Matilda Kenttä’s work On Put Here My Lazy Girl This Soft Cushion, a series of
attempts to produce handwoven A4 pages from silk polyester an understanding of
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Mercè Torres Ràfols - Two Ships Once Met Somewhere in the North Sea (one
saved the other together went back home said goodbye and never met again),
photo and object series, 2019-20
Matilda Kenttä - I Put Here My Lazy Girl This Soft Cushion - A4 woven silk &
polyesther, 2020
Sean Roy Parker - Borrow - Video (28mins), 2022
Sean Roy Parker - Gathenhielmska garden soft drinks - Lilac & lemon syrup with
lilac ice cubes; lilac, wild strawberry leaf, herb Robert and sweet woodruff tea
both made with ingredients gathered from the Gathenhielmska garden, 2022
Mercè Torres Ràfols, Matilda Kenttä, Sean Roy Parker & Joe Rowley - Konserv
(zine) - 2022
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Fresh Gathenhielmska garden tea

MK
Collect strawberry flowers and leaves.
Collect sweet woodruff tips. Collect herb
Robert flowers and leaves Collect lilac
flowers.
Brew in a big pot and keep warm
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